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ABSTRACT

Using a current algebra framework, we discuss the contribution of vector meson ex-
changes to the CP violating asymmetry in the decay A-± —• it^ir0, resulting from the
interference of the A* —* JT7T amplitude with the radiative collection A' —» jrir-j.
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Many efforts have been recently devoted to the study of processes sensitive to
the existence of direct CP violation in electioweak non-leptonic. transition amplitudes
[1], with the aim of formulating alternatives to Ka —• inr decay, where the present
experimental situation is still not well settled [2]. Since, unlike the neutral KK system,
chaxged kaons cannot mix, charge asymmetries m K± decays should be considered as
convenient observables to provide evidence for direct CP violation. In this regard, an
interesting discussion was presented m Ref.[3], pointing out the potential role of the
CP asymmetry for the decay K± —* ir*ir°:

(1)

This asymmetry can be induced by the mixing of the K —• mi <ind K —> iriry channels.
Also, neglecting other mixings of these channels, and assuming CPT invariance stating
the equality of K+ and K~ total rates, any prediction for J4»±»O can be translated into
a prediction for the CP violating charge asymmetry of the rare-process K —» ir ir*7:

(2)

Using the Standard Model with the CKM matrix providing the CP violating elec-
troweak phase, and the effective chiral Lagrangian framework for the matrix elements
of K -» TTTT and K —• *-ir7, upper limits of the order of 10~° and 10~4 were obtained
in Ref.[3] for the asymmetries ^.,±^1 and j4^±wo^ respectively, quite interesting for
CP violation searches both at had reproduced intense kaon beams and at ^-factories
[4]. Actually, the relevant AS = 1 operator is 0(p°) in chiral perturbation theory [5],
which is not known in general, so that only an order of magnitude estimate could be
presented in Ref,[3].

Therefore, it should be interesting to try to explore also some alternative ways
of evaluating the hadronic matrix elements for the transition K —• Tr±ir°7 relevant to
this problem. Specifically, in what follows we shall present a qualitative estimate of
the contribution of vector meson exchanges, using an approach inspired by current
algebra and PCAC.

Our discussion will closely follow the presentation of Ref.[3], and we introduce the
diagrams of Figs.l^b, whose interference can give a non-vanishing asymmetry AK±xc.
In these diagrams open and full circles indicate electroweak and strong-electromagnetic
vertices. In the approximation we will adopt in the following, of neglecting dispersive
parts of loop diagrams with virtual photon and meson exchanges (including the radia-
tive corrections to Fig.la), the interference of Fig.la with Fig.lt is easily seen to be
the dominant mechanism for the CP asymmetry in if* —» JT̂ TT0 .

Denoting by 'l\tt) and T^) the corresponding amplitudes, and by Sfs and 4, the
strong interaction rescattering phases, the asymmetry (1) is expressed as:

2/m(r(o)r(;)) .
= -Bin (3)



Eq.(3) shows the need for two interfering transition amplitudes to the same final state,
with different elect roweak as well as strong phases. Taking into account that T(0)
is AI = 3/2, so that CP violation there is proportional to ac.m., t o leading order
in ac.m, the CP asymmetry is determined by the interference of the CP conserving
part of T(U) with the CP violating part of !(.,), which clearly must come from CP
violation in T(K± -» Tr±iru'f). For the latter we consider the contribution from the
"contact" interaction, mediated at the quark level by the electromagnetic penguin
diagram, which may be expected to play a role, due to the large top mass allowed
by present experimental limits. Conversely, the bremsstrahlung amplitude of K* —>
7T±W<)7 is still A/ = 3/2, and therefore its CP violating part should also be suppressed
as a higher power of oe.m., by the same argument as above.

While the value of !T(0) can be taken as real, and determined e.g. from the ex-
perimental K± —> ir±Tr" branching ratio, T(i) muBt be estimated theoretically. For
this purpose, as shown in Fig.lt, one needs to independently estimate the process
jrfl-y _* TTTT and the electromagnetic penguin contribution to the decay amplitude
K —» TfK-y.

The low-energy xxf —» irx amplitude should be reasonably well described by
chiral perturbation theory [5] in leading order, which gives for an on-shell photon with
polarization £M(<j):

(4)
r (

with Fn - 93 MeV. Referring to Figs.la t, we denote by K the K^ momentum, by
p' and k' the outgoing JT* and JT° momenta, and by p, k and q the intermediate n±,
7T° and y momenta, so that K — p+k + q = p'+k'.

As for the electromagnetic penguin diagram contribution to K —• TIT7, the rele-
vant quark operator for an on-shell photon is represented by the magnetic interaction
[6J:

)0M + h.c, (5)

where

1

+ m<l6Lo~tiiidli)Ftiv, (D)

- <jktw) the electromagnetic tenBor. Also,with L,R= - (1 T75)i and f^ = -i(
in Eq.(5), i"i(*il is the Wilson coefficient (only the top quark contribution needs be
considered here):

X((3zt -

(-. - 1) / '
(7)

where xt = mJ/Mj,,. For simplicity, and because the estimates of hadronic matrix
elements can only be done within approximations, we neglect QCD corrections to F2-

Clearly, the CP violating electroweak phase needed for a non-vanishing CP asymmetry
is contained in the CKM coefficient in Eq.(5).

Neglecting mi < m,, the hadronic matrix element relevant to Eq.{5) can be
written as

• q) - {K • t){k • q) (8)

where for practical purposes one can neglect the variation of kinem&tical variables and
consider £ as a constant.

We finally must combine Eqg.(4)-(8), sum over photon polarizations and evaluate
the phase space integral of the resulting function, as required by Fig.It. Limiting
to the calculation of the absorptive part, where the three-particle intermediate state
is on-shell, this integration can be done analytically, using kinematical formulae [7].
Basically, the three-body phase space can be divided into two two-body phase spaces
with the aid of the auxiliary four-vector Q = p + k and the variable a — Q2:

The two-body phase space integrations can be easily performed in the corresponding
CM frames, p + i = 0 and g + Q = 0 respectively, only one needs to express the vari-
ables which contain both primed and unprimed momenta in Fig.lj by means of the
Lorents boost connecting the two systems. The resulting expression for the asymmetry
(1), in the approximation m, = 0, i6 the following:

(10)
24 256TT4

A term proportional to £(11,jk,,R f̂c>,9Afp, potentially present in Eq.(8), would lead to
a vanishing integral over phase space, and can thus be omitted. The factor 7/24 in
Eq.(10) represents the correction to the approximation, adopted in Ref.[3], of per-
forming the phase space integral by keeping the integrand function fixed at its value
at q = 0.

Regarding the determination of the coupling constant E, in chiral perturbation
theory the quark operator OM of Eq.(6) is of order p*, and at that order there can
be several operators in terms of pion and kaon fields with the same 5(7(3) x SU{3)
transformation properties, and with coupling constants a priori not fixed by the theory.
In Ref.[3], in the spirit of the chiral Lagrangian framework, the estimate

was obtained, leading for maximal rescattering phase difference S-, - f% = TT/2 to the
limitB on and An±no^ mentioned above.

Turning to the alternative realization of £ in terms of vector meson exchanges, the
contributions of vector mesons to the left-side of (8) are represented in Fig.2. Similar



to Fig.l , the open circles represent the elect rowcak vertex of the operator Ojvf, while
the full ones are the strong vector-meson couplings to pseudoecalar mesons.

For the strong couplings in Fig.2 we adopt the conventional notation, with i}j,k

SU(3) indices:

(12)

(13)

(14)

Regarding the weak vertices, for convenience we represent Ojif as follows

with

where q denotes the quark triplet u, d, t and A's are Gell-Mann matrices acting on
quark flavors.

To estimate the vertices {7,M j |e0s~'T |V'} in Fig.2, we first reduce the photon,
which gives the (actor -ie(qflt1J - q^ip), and treat the remaining vector meson-to-
pseudoGcalar meson matrix elements of V t̂~'7 and J4 '~ ' 7 using current algebra and
PCAC. By standard soft-meson techniques we thus find

) , (15)

where F( represents the axial charge with the quantum numbers of M>. The equal-
time commutators of the axial charges with the tensor densities needed in Eq.(15) can
be taken from the quark model:

(16)

and we define the vacuum-to-vector meson matrix element of the tensor current density

with Fy a new coupling constant.
The value of the ten6or constant Fy is not obtainable from symmetry arguments,

and thus must be estimated independently. The simplest possibility is represented by
the constituent quark model, which predicts

Fv = £ ' <18>
with Fv is the leptonic vector meson constant, related t o K - > e+e~:

(19)

In Eq.(19), V^ = qip—q are the familiar SU(3) vector currents.
To simplify the theoretical expressions, we can apply the vector dominance deter-

mination of the strong coupling constants in Eq.(12):

Fvgvpp = (20)

Combining Eqs.(12)-(20), the vector-meson poles of Fig.2 give the following con-
tribution to the coupling constant £ of Eq.(8):

1

2

FK m2
K.

(21)

to be compared with Eq.(ll). In Eq.(21), we have phenomenologically included some
SU(3) symmetry breaking effects, although the derivation is such that, in principle,
all quantities there should be evaluated in the symmetry limit. As stated above, for
our purpose, to a good approximation we can neglect the polar dependence of the
denominators in Eq.(21).

It might be interesting to notice that the same result as in Eq.(21) can also be
directly obtained by expanding the matrix element (T±T°7|OAj|A';t) needed in (8), to
the leading order in the photon and meson four-momenta, by means of the reduction
formalism and soft pion and kaon techniques. Firstly, by reducing the photon and
the external pions and using PCAC Ward identities and current algebra commutators
[8], one can derive the expansion (double equal-time commutators, which appear in
general, are easily seen to have vanishing matrix elements in this specific casef):

lyfi.

+ 1-

(22)

where
p) • x\(0\T (V;-a \K+). (23)

Furthermore, one can still expand the first term of Eq.(23) by reducing the external
kaon, and using the quark model equal-time commutators (16) in local form (derivative
terms, such as Schwinger terms should contribute higher powers of the momenta). One
finds

+ p) 4- (24)

f The same is true for the (esph'citly O(m^)) <7-term

6
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with

75 / /75
-y)

(25)

where A* = 97^75 -^-9- In Eq.(24) q — K -p- k, and we have introduced the two-point
spectral functions.

(26)

»(*)iti;"(0)) |0). (27)

Due to the vector current conservation, the surface term KpMpXvp is of higher order
in momenta.

Similarly, one can expand the last two matrix elements on the right-side of {22) to
leading order in the pion and kaon momenta (equal-time commutators matrix elements
vanish also here):

MO),
(28)

and

[-.(p - {0\T
(29)

Replacing these expansions into Eq.(22), the axial-vector spectral function A ^ f - g )
does not contribute after contraction of Lorentz indices, so that finally tYt matrix
element of interest reduces to the following combination:

(30)

In Eq.(30), Aj^'J and AjJ,, are defined analogously to A j ^ , by obvious replace-
ment of the Sf/(3) quantum numbers according to (28) and (29). Vector-meson sat-
urating the spectral functions in (30), and using Eqs.(18)-(20) and the relation [9]
Ff(. — 2FwFic*n)c . directly leads to the same result for the coupling constant £ as in
Eq.(21).

Using an upper limit on Im(Vt,Vtd)/Vu,Vali of 1 x 10 J from recent fitB to the
CKM matrix [10], with |V«rf| = 0.975 and \VU.\ = 0.221, and the values of quark mutes
m, = 200 MeV and m( = 150 GeV, for maximal rescattering relative phase we would
find from Eqs.(lO) and (30):

< 1-5 X 10 (31)

The values in Eq.(30) are somewhat smaller than those found in Ref.[3], reported
at the beginning. This reduction is due to the joint effects of the suppreesior factor
7/24 of the phase space integration in Eq.(10), of the scale of the constant £ set in
Eq.(21) by the vector meson mass, which suppresses its value relative to Eq.(ll) by
a factor 2F^/ml>} and finally to the more severe constraints on top CKM angles used
here.

The size of CP violation in Eq.(31) could compete with that computed in [11],
by considering the contribution of the gluon-penguin operator to the electric-dipole
transition.
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a.j: Amplitudes contributing to the asymmetry Eq.(l).

Fig.2: Vector meson exchanges contributing to Eq.(8).
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